
Scene Shot Int/Ext Camera Angle Camera 
Movement Subject Shot Type Description Audio Additional Information

1 1 EXT Straight on
w/Tri-pod

Pan Oakland view 
then to me

Medium Shot I am holding a coffe mug as I am looking out at 
Oakland on the deck. As the camera pans to me, I 
turn towards camera. I close my eyes and take a 
deep breath 
OR I lift of mug to mouth (I may do separate shots of 
each).

Voice Over
Utlized for 
final editing 
choices for 
Scene 1 to 
Scene 3 
shots.

Location: Friends house in Oakland
Scenes 1, 3, and 6 will be shot all together. 

Ok to be wearing same clothes

1 2 EXT Straight on
w/Tri-pod

Pan Oakland view 
then to me

Close Up Same as Shot 1 but at the point just before camera 
pans.

1 3 EXT Straight on
w/Hand held

Walk towards 
subject, then pans 
to subject form 
behind

Oakland view 
then to me

Begins as Full 
Shot, Over the 
shoulder to 
Medium Shot

Same action as Shot 1

1 4 EXT Straight on
w/Hand held

Walk towards 
subject, then pans 
around to subject

Oakland view 
then to me

Begins as Medium 
Shot, Over the 
shoulder to Close 
up

Same action as shot 1

2 5 EXT Hand-held Dolly/ walk away 
to straight on

Me and the 
market

Close Up to Full 
Shot

Overlaps the action of closing eyes and take deep 
breath, then opening eyes, then camera 
dollying/walking away slightly. 
OR it starts at a close up with me holding up, like an 
apple/fruit (food item), at mouth level and then putting 
it down?

Me walking off [to right]

Location: Montclair Farmers Market or another 
market
The idea is to create a possible match cut here 
with scene 1.
Alternative camera movement would be to start 
with close up but then pan around to behind me 
and dolly/walk back to a medium shot.

Different clothes from Scene 1
3 6 EXT Straight on

w/Tri-pod
Straight on Me Full Shot With mug still in hand, I turn [to my right] and walk 

towards the seating, and then sit down.        
This will start straight on but then as the camera 
pans, I should end up at an angle from the 
camera as I sit down.

3 7 EXT Straight on
w/Tri-pod

Straight on Me medium shot Same as above but at the few moments I walk 
toward seating and sit down.

3 8 EXT Straight on
w/Tri-pod

Straight on Me Medium Close Up
OR Close Up

Me sitting down Dialogue 
towards 
camera

4 9 EXT Straight on or at 
30°
Hand-held

Panning Me Full Shot Walking down a street in Montclair or Berkely as if I'm 
shopping

Voice Over Different clothes from 'Home' scene and 'Market' 
Scene

5 10 EXT Hand-held Panning Me Full Shot / Wide 
Shot

Park/Concrete slide Voice Over Ok to wear same clothes as Scene 4

5 11 EXT Hand-held Panning Me Full Shot / Wide 
Shot

Joyfully running / skipping and spinning in park (or 
some open area)

Voice Over Ok to wear same clothes as Scene 4

6 12 EXT Hand-held
(Tri-pod if it fits 
into the space)

None Me Medium shot Me coming out fo the front door of the house. After 
speaking I walk past the camera. Or depending on 
where the camera is placed, I continue down the 
stairs.

Dialogue 
towards 
camera

6 13a
13b
13c

EXT Straight-on
w/Tri-pod

None Me Wide shot Me walking down the stairs. This will be shot 3x for 
sure to capture 3 different "emotions".
#1: Normal
#2: Normal + joyfull (hops skips down the stairs)
#3: Joyful 

Voice Over
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